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TTTTYPES OF CHOCOLATEYPES OF CHOCOLATEYPES OF CHOCOLATEYPES OF CHOCOLATE    

There are 2 main 'types' of chocolates available for use compo

slightly different properties and in my opinion 

 

    

COUVERTURE CHOCOLATE COUVERTURE CHOCOLATE COUVERTURE CHOCOLATE COUVERTURE CHOCOLATE 

Couverture is chocolate made with the pure prope

natural cocoa butter and cocoa liquor. T

compound chocolate, has a smoother

the use of a couverture when chocolate is the mai

flavour and mouth feel. Tempered chocolate makes excellent 

truffles which allows the quality of the chocolate can really shine through.

 

    

COMPOUND CHOCOLATECOMPOUND CHOCOLATECOMPOUND CHOCOLATECOMPOUND CHOCOLATE    

Compound chocolate is a cheaper chocolate substitute. 

removed from the chocolate and replaced with 

a more cost effective option. It is most often times used in baking where bulk chocolate flavour is 

needed without the expense of couverture such as chocolate chips in 

Compound chocolate can also be used for coating, dipping and to create barks etc. 

for tempering. 

 

    

WHY WE TEMPER COUVERTUREWHY WE TEMPER COUVERTUREWHY WE TEMPER COUVERTUREWHY WE TEMPER COUVERTURE

The natural crystals in cocoa butter must be tempered (also known as crystallised) in o

chocolate to set. Properly tempered chocolate will have 3 main properties

SHINE 

The process of heating and cooling the chocolate 

promotes the formation and multiplication of a crystal known as the Beta crystal. The Beta crystal is 

responsible for allowing the chocolate to set properly to achieve the above characteristics.

 

There are three main factors needed 

TEMPERATURE 
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There are 2 main 'types' of chocolates available for use compound and couverture. They each

slightly different properties and in my opinion each can serve a  slightly different purpose.

COUVERTURE CHOCOLATE COUVERTURE CHOCOLATE COUVERTURE CHOCOLATE COUVERTURE CHOCOLATE     

Couverture is chocolate made with the pure properties of the cocoa bean. The chocolate 

l cocoa butter and cocoa liquor. The chocolate is often times more expensive to purchase than 

nd chocolate, has a smoother, richer taste and must be tempered before use. I 

the use of a couverture when chocolate is the main component of a product for its smooth, 

and mouth feel. Tempered chocolate makes excellent molded chocolates, ganaches and 

the quality of the chocolate can really shine through. 

    

is a cheaper chocolate substitute. The cocoa butter and cocoa liquor 

removed from the chocolate and replaced with cocoa powder and vegetable oil substitutes

It is most often times used in baking where bulk chocolate flavour is 

t the expense of couverture such as chocolate chips in brownies, muffins and cookies. 

Compound chocolate can also be used for coating, dipping and to create barks etc. without

WHY WE TEMPER COUVERTUREWHY WE TEMPER COUVERTUREWHY WE TEMPER COUVERTUREWHY WE TEMPER COUVERTURE    

The natural crystals in cocoa butter must be tempered (also known as crystallised) in o

chocolate to set. Properly tempered chocolate will have 3 main properties 

SHINE - CONTRACTION  - SNAP 

ss of heating and cooling the chocolate using temperature parameters, whilst agitating

he formation and multiplication of a crystal known as the Beta crystal. The Beta crystal is 

responsible for allowing the chocolate to set properly to achieve the above characteristics.

There are three main factors needed in order to temper or crystallise chocolate correctly

TEMPERATURE - MOVEMENT - TIME 
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nd couverture. They each have 

ent purpose. 

ties of the cocoa bean. The chocolate contains 

imes more expensive to purchase than 

cher taste and must be tempered before use. I recommend 

s smooth, rich 

, ganaches and 

The cocoa butter and cocoa liquor is 

vegetable oil substitutes, making it 

It is most often times used in baking where bulk chocolate flavour is 

brownies, muffins and cookies. 

without the need 

The natural crystals in cocoa butter must be tempered (also known as crystallised) in order for the 

whilst agitating,  

he formation and multiplication of a crystal known as the Beta crystal. The Beta crystal is 

responsible for allowing the chocolate to set properly to achieve the above characteristics. 

n order to temper or crystallise chocolate correctly 



TEMPERING CHOCOLATE
Below is a basic guide to temperin

 

The easiest way to temper chocolate at home is in the microwave using a plastic bowl, try to avoid 

heating chocolate in glass or ceramic 

chocolate. It's also good practice to avoid using wooden

reamin trapped between the wood 

 

You will need: 

Couverture chocolate (dark, milk or white)

2 plastic bowls (size will depend on volume of chocolate)

Plastic stirrer or spatula 

Digital thermometer 

Paint stripper gun or hairdryer 

 

Begin by weighing out the amount of chocolate you wish to temper, this can be any amount as the 

ratio remains the same irrespective of volume. 

 

Let's work on tempering 500g of chocolate

 

Remove 20% of the weighed amount of chocolate, y

bowl and 100g of chocolate in a separate 

 

Place the bowl with 400g chocolate in a microwave and melt on high heat in 30 

stirring between bursts, until all of the chocolate has me

thermometer, try to avoid heating your chocolate beyond this point. 

 

Once all of your chocolate has reached 45°C remove from microwave and begin stirring the me

chocolate with a plastic spoon or spatula. Add in the 100g of chocolate that was held back a

Stir your couverture together until all of the callet

will bring the temperature down, we are aiming to reach our w

only be done by providing movement

5-7 minutes, stir your chocolate continuously throughout this time until everything is melted and 

you have a homogenous, shiny mix. Check the temperature again using your thermometer, the 

chocolate should now be at approximately 

chocolate.  
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ING CHOCOLATE 
basic guide to tempering chocolate at home.  

The easiest way to temper chocolate at home is in the microwave using a plastic bowl, try to avoid 

or ceramic bowls as these do retain their heat and can un-

to avoid using wooden spoons to stir the chocolate as moisture can 

trapped between the wood grain and cause the chocolate to split. 

Couverture chocolate (dark, milk or white) 

2 plastic bowls (size will depend on volume of chocolate) 

Begin by weighing out the amount of chocolate you wish to temper, this can be any amount as the 

espective of volume.  

of chocolate.  

e weighed amount of chocolate, you will be left with 400g of chocolate in one 

bowl and 100g of chocolate in a separate bowl. 

Place the bowl with 400g chocolate in a microwave and melt on high heat in 30 - 40 second bursts

until all of the chocolate has melted and comes to 45°C on a digital 

, try to avoid heating your chocolate beyond this point.  

Once all of your chocolate has reached 45°C remove from microwave and begin stirring the me

chocolate with a plastic spoon or spatula. Add in the 100g of chocolate that was held back a

together until all of the callets are melted, as the remaining chocolate melts it 

down, we are aiming to reach our working temperature now which can 

only be done by providing movement in the form of agitation. This process should take approximately 

7 minutes, stir your chocolate continuously throughout this time until everything is melted and 

enous, shiny mix. Check the temperature again using your thermometer, the 

chocolate should now be at approximately 30 - 31°C, which is the working temperature for dark 
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The easiest way to temper chocolate at home is in the microwave using a plastic bowl, try to avoid 

-temper the 

he chocolate as moisture can 

Begin by weighing out the amount of chocolate you wish to temper, this can be any amount as the 

ou will be left with 400g of chocolate in one 

40 second bursts, 

on a digital 

Once all of your chocolate has reached 45°C remove from microwave and begin stirring the melted 

chocolate with a plastic spoon or spatula. Add in the 100g of chocolate that was held back all at once. 

s are melted, as the remaining chocolate melts it 

rking temperature now which can 

. This process should take approximately 

7 minutes, stir your chocolate continuously throughout this time until everything is melted and 

enous, shiny mix. Check the temperature again using your thermometer, the 

31°C, which is the working temperature for dark 



The working temperature of dark, milk and white chocolate differs by just a few 

 DARK - 31 - 32 degrees C,

 

You can do a test to see if your chocolate is tempered correctly. 

Dip the edge of a palette knife or spatula and cover with a thin coat of chocolate, this chocolate 

should set and contract within a specified period of time:

DARK - between 5 - 7 minutes, 

 

Once set your chocolate should look shiny, smooth and blemish free.

If your couverture doesn't set within the specified time frame or has set w

couverture is still too warm. Continue moving your chocolate and

further. Test the couverture again within 4

for working, simply heat gently with a paint stripper gun or hair dryer, stirring continuously. Check 

the chocolate has reached the correct temp

another test. 

 

 

SIGNS OF INCORRECTLY TEMPERED CHOCOLATE

Chocolate that hasn't been temper

fridge but will show visible signs of being spoi

� Inability to contract within the correct time frames

� grey speckled appearance on the surface of the chocolate (fat bloom)

� grainy texture and mouth feel

� rapid melting on handling 

� sticking to the mold 
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The working temperature of dark, milk and white chocolate differs by just a few degrees:

32 degrees C, MILK - 30 - 31 degrees C, WHITE - 29 

You can do a test to see if your chocolate is tempered correctly.  

knife or spatula and cover with a thin coat of chocolate, this chocolate 

uld set and contract within a specified period of time: 

7 minutes, MILK - between 6-8 minutes, WHITE - between 7

Once set your chocolate should look shiny, smooth and blemish free. 

If your couverture doesn't set within the specified time frame or has set with streaks, your 

verture is still too warm. Continue moving your chocolate and allowing the temperature to drop 

further. Test the couverture again within 4-5 minutes. If your chocolate becomes too 

with a paint stripper gun or hair dryer, stirring continuously. Check 

the chocolate has reached the correct temperature again using a digital thermometer

Y TEMPERED CHOCOLATE 

been tempered correctly may eventually set, or may harden if placed in the 

of being spoiled, these include: 

Inability to contract within the correct time frames 

grey speckled appearance on the surface of the chocolate (fat bloom) 

grainy texture and mouth feel 
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degrees: 

29 - 30 degrees C 

knife or spatula and cover with a thin coat of chocolate, this chocolate 

between 7-10 minutes 

ith streaks, your 

allowing the temperature to drop 

omes too cool or thick 

with a paint stripper gun or hair dryer, stirring continuously. Check 

erature again using a digital thermometer and take 

d correctly may eventually set, or may harden if placed in the 



MOLDING CHOCOLATES 

Use the tempered chocolate to create 

Begin by polishing your chocolate molds with cotton balls

 

Fill the mold cavities with the temp

the chocolate in using a ladle until the cavities are completely full.

Tap the mold firmly in a quick side

bubbles from the chocolate. This also helps the chocolate begin to cool in the mold which will create 

a thin shell. 

Position a piece of baking paper larger than your mold on the bench and turn the mold 

completely, allowing the chocolate to run out from the mold cavities and onto the baking paper. Use 

the back of a scraper to tap the mold 

While holding the mold upside down, scrape the 

as much of the remaining chocolate from the surface of the mold and position 

minutes or until the chocolate shells have set.

 

Once the chocolate shells have set, 

mold with ganache. 

 

If possible allow the chocolate ganache to sit in the chocolate shells for 

chocolate to crystallize.   If you don't have the time for this or you would prefer to cap your 

chocolate soon after filling, allow a little less filling into your shells to make sure there is enough 

space for the chocolate layer to completely cover the ganache and create an even cap coating for 

your chocolates. 

 

When ready to cap the chocolates, be sure to either temper some more 

chocolate to be sure it is crystallised and ready to be used.

Apply chocolate over the mold using either a piping bag or spoon over using a ladle.

Give a little side-to-side tap on the bench t

excess chocolate off of the mold. 

 

Leave the chocolate to set at room temperature for 

fully contract for a further 15 - 20

 

Once your chocolate is fully contracted, turn the mold over onto a piece of baki

your chocolates out of the mold. 
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to create delicious molded chocolates. 

Begin by polishing your chocolate molds with cotton balls 

Fill the mold cavities with the tempered chocolate, I use a piping bag for ease but you could spoon 

le until the cavities are completely full. 

Tap the mold firmly in a quick side-to-side motion on your work bench to release any trapped air 

he chocolate. This also helps the chocolate begin to cool in the mold which will create 

of baking paper larger than your mold on the bench and turn the mold 

completely, allowing the chocolate to run out from the mold cavities and onto the baking paper. Use 

to tap the mold and encourage as much chocolate out as possible.

down, scrape the mold to remove and chocolate drips. Scrape to clean 

g chocolate from the surface of the mold and position on its side for

minutes or until the chocolate shells have set. 

Once the chocolate shells have set, fill a piping bag with a soft ganache and fill the cavities of the 

If possible allow the chocolate ganache to sit in the chocolate shells for up to 24 hours to allow the 

If you don't have the time for this or you would prefer to cap your 

on after filling, allow a little less filling into your shells to make sure there is enough 

completely cover the ganache and create an even cap coating for 

lates, be sure to either temper some more couverture 

ystallised and ready to be used. 

Apply chocolate over the mold using either a piping bag or spoon over using a ladle. 

side tap on the bench to release any air pockets and using a scraper scrape the 

 

room temperature for 10 - 15 minutes before placing in the fridge to

20 minutes. 

is fully contracted, turn the mold over onto a piece of baking paper and tap 
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ered chocolate, I use a piping bag for ease but you could spoon 

release any trapped air 

he chocolate. This also helps the chocolate begin to cool in the mold which will create 

of baking paper larger than your mold on the bench and turn the mold over 

completely, allowing the chocolate to run out from the mold cavities and onto the baking paper. Use 

and encourage as much chocolate out as possible. 

d to remove and chocolate drips. Scrape to clean 

s side for 10-15 

fill a piping bag with a soft ganache and fill the cavities of the 

24 hours to allow the 

If you don't have the time for this or you would prefer to cap your 

on after filling, allow a little less filling into your shells to make sure there is enough 

completely cover the ganache and create an even cap coating for 

couverture and test the 

 

g a scraper scrape the 

minutes before placing in the fridge to 

ng paper and tap 



RECIPE - CHOC RASPBERRY 

GANACHE  

 

Makes approx. 600g ganache 

Recipe can be halved 

 

IngredientsIngredientsIngredientsIngredients    
    

150 g raspberry puree (sieved) 

150 g thickened cream 

20 g glucose syrup 

200 g dark chocolate 

100 g milk chocolate 

 
 

Kitchen Tool KitKitchen Tool KitKitchen Tool KitKitchen Tool Kit    

    

1 x medium mixing bowl 

Medium saucepan 

Stand blender or whisk 

Silicone spatula 

 

 

PREP TIME: PREP TIME: PREP TIME: PREP TIME: 15 MIN    

COOKCOOKCOOKCOOK    TIME: TIME: TIME: TIME: 10 MIN    

COOLING TIME: COOLING TIME: COOLING TIME: COOLING TIME: 1-2 HOURS    
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CHOC RASPBERRY 

    

MMMMethodethodethodethod    
 

Thaw frozen raspberries (if using) or 

fruit and press through a sieve to remove 

seeds. Weigh the final puree to obtain 150g

 

Weigh out the chocolate into a 

bowl. 

 

Combine the puree, cream and glucose in a 

saucepan and place on a medium heat, bring the 

cream, puree and glucose to a rapid 

 

Allow the bubbles to subside for a second before 

pouring the entire mixture over the chocolates. 

Allow the chocolate to melt for a few seconds 

before using a handheld stand blender to blitz into 

a smooth ganache. 

 

Pour the ganache into a shallow dis

and cover with a piece of cling film directly 

touching the surface of the ganache to prevent a 

skin from forming. This will mean as the ganache 

cools it will be the same consistency all the way 

through. 

 

Once the ganache has cooled and is at a soft 

piping consistency fill the chocol

capping. 
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Thaw frozen raspberries (if using) or blitz fresh 

fruit and press through a sieve to remove the gritty 

seeds. Weigh the final puree to obtain 150g 

te into a medium sized 

Combine the puree, cream and glucose in a 

epan and place on a medium heat, bring the 

rapid boil. 

to subside for a second before 

ire mixture over the chocolates. 

Allow the chocolate to melt for a few seconds 

blender to blitz into 

Pour the ganache into a shallow dish or container 

and cover with a piece of cling film directly 

surface of the ganache to prevent a 

g. This will mean as the ganache 

cools it will be the same consistency all the way 

Once the ganache has cooled and is at a soft 

piping consistency fill the chocolate shells before 



RECIPE - CHOC COFFEE 

GANACHE 

 

Makes approx. 600g ganache 

Recipe can be halved 

 

IngredientsIngredientsIngredientsIngredients    
    

150 g whole coffee beans 

300 g thickened cream 

20 g glucose syrup 

300 g dark chocolate 

 
 

Kitchen Tool KitKitchen Tool KitKitchen Tool KitKitchen Tool Kit    

    

1 x medium mixing bowl 

Medium saucepan 

Stand blender or whisk 

Silicone spatula 

 

 

PREP TIME: PREP TIME: PREP TIME: PREP TIME: 30 MIN    

COOKCOOKCOOKCOOK    TIME: TIME: TIME: TIME: 10 MIN    

COOLING TIME: COOLING TIME: COOLING TIME: COOLING TIME: 1-2 HOURS    
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COFFEE 

    

MMMMethodethodethodethod    
 

Weigh the cream into a saucepan and pour in the 

weighed coffee beans. Bring the cream and coffee 

beans to a slow simmer and turn off the heat. 

Cover the saucepan with a lid and l

and coffee beans to infuse for 15 

before moving on to the next step

 

Weigh out the chocolate into a 

bowl. 

 

Strain out the coffee beans and re

cream and glucose in a saucepan and place on

medium heat, bring the cream and glucose to a 

rapid boil. 

 

Allow the bubbles to subside for a second before 

pouring the entire mixture over the chocolate

Allow the chocolate to melt for a few seconds 

before using a handheld stand blender to blitz into 

a smooth ganache. 

 

Pour the ganache into a shallow dis

and cover with a piece of cling film directly 

touching the surface of the ganache to prevent a 

skin from forming. This will mean as the ganache 

cools it will be the same consistency all the way 

through. 

 

Once the ganache has cooled and is at a soft 

piping consistency fill the chocol

capping. 
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Weigh the cream into a saucepan and pour in the 

weighed coffee beans. Bring the cream and coffee 

ow simmer and turn off the heat. 

Cover the saucepan with a lid and leave the cream 

to infuse for 15 - 20 minutes 

before moving on to the next step 

te into a medium sized 

Strain out the coffee beans and re-weigh the 

epan and place on a 

and glucose to a 

to subside for a second before 

ire mixture over the chocolate. 

Allow the chocolate to melt for a few seconds 

blender to blitz into 

Pour the ganache into a shallow dish or container 

and cover with a piece of cling film directly 

surface of the ganache to prevent a 

g. This will mean as the ganache 

cools it will be the same consistency all the way 

Once the ganache has cooled and is at a soft 

piping consistency fill the chocolate shells before 



RECIPE - PEANUT CARAMEL 

GANACHE 

 

Makes approx. 600g ganache 

Recipe can be halved 

 

IngredientsIngredientsIngredientsIngredients    
    

[ Salted Caramel ] 

75ml thickened cream 

15g glucose syrup 

1 tsp vanilla extract or essence 

150g castor sugar 

100 g unsalted butter, cubed 

4g salt 

 

2 tbs smooth peanut butter 

 

150 g thickened cream 

200 g dark chocolate 

100 g milk chocolate  

 
 

Kitchen Tool KitKitchen Tool KitKitchen Tool KitKitchen Tool Kit    

    

2 x Medium mixing bowls 

1 x Small saucepan 

2 x Medium saucepan 

Wire sieve 

Stand blender or whisk 

Silicone spatula 

 

 

PREP TIME: PREP TIME: PREP TIME: PREP TIME: 30-45 MIN    

COOKCOOKCOOKCOOK    TIME: TIME: TIME: TIME: 10 MIN    

COOLING TIME: COOLING TIME: COOLING TIME: COOLING TIME: 1-2 HOURS    
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PEANUT CARAMEL 

    

MMMMethodethodethodethod    
 

Make The Salted Caramel. 

Begin by bringing the thickened cream

syrup and vanilla to the boil and setting aside 

covered to maintain the heat. 

 

Begin caramelising the castor sugar by adding 1/2 

of the weighed sugar into a clean, stainless steel 

saucepan and heating gently on a low 

heat until the sugar has caramelised & turned a 

golden amber colour. Be mindful that as the sugar 

caramelises it can burn very quickly, don't be 

to turn the heat down if needed. Once the

has caramelised and tiny bubbles begin to appear 

on the surface of the caramel add the remaining 

amount of castor sugar. Stir to combine the 

crystalised sugar into the caramel and watch 

closely as the remaining sugar turns quickly into a 

golden amber colour.  

 

Once the sugar is all completely dissolved 

bubbles begin to appear on the caramel 

heat down completely and add in 

cream. Be mindful that this will 

to bubble and splatter. Stir the bubbling caramel 

continuously until the bubbles subside

the cream is incorporated. 

 

Strain the caramel through a sieve into a clean 

bowl and stir in the salt.  

 

Add in the cubed butter a few pieces at a time to 

slowly bring down the temperature of the caramel 

to a thick pouring consistency. 

 

You will only require half of this

caramel for the ganache recipe.

 

Once the caramel has cooled to about room 

temperature measure out half and add in 2 tbs 
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Begin by bringing the thickened cream, glucose 

and vanilla to the boil and setting aside 

Begin caramelising the castor sugar by adding 1/2 

a clean, stainless steel 

n and heating gently on a low - medium 

heat until the sugar has caramelised & turned a 

golden amber colour. Be mindful that as the sugar 

it can burn very quickly, don't be afraid 

to turn the heat down if needed. Once the sugar 

sed and tiny bubbles begin to appear 

on the surface of the caramel add the remaining 

amount of castor sugar. Stir to combine the 

crystalised sugar into the caramel and watch 

closely as the remaining sugar turns quickly into a 

Once the sugar is all completely dissolved and tiny 

egin to appear on the caramel turn the 

heat down completely and add in all of the heated 

cream. Be mindful that this will cause the caramel 

the bubbling caramel 

until the bubbles subside and all of 

Strain the caramel through a sieve into a clean 

Add in the cubed butter a few pieces at a time to 

y bring down the temperature of the caramel 

 

is quantity of 

 

Once the caramel has cooled to about room 

out half and add in 2 tbs 



smooth peanut butter and the weighed thickened 

cream into a saucepan. 

 

Make the Ganache 

 

Weigh out the chocolate into a medium sized

bowl. 

 

Place the saucepan with the cream, caramel and 

peanut butter on a medium heat and 

rapid boil. 

 

Allow the bubbles to subside for a second before 

pouring the entire mixture over the chocolate

Allow the chocolate to melt for a few seconds 

before using a handheld stand blender to blitz into 

a smooth ganache. 

 

Pour the ganache into a shallow dish or container 

and cover with a piece of cling film directly 

touching the surface of the ganache to prevent a 

skin from forming. This will mean as the ganache 

cools it will be the same consistency all the way 

through. 

 

Once the ganache has cooled and is at a soft 

piping consistency fill the chocolate shells before 

capping. 
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smooth peanut butter and the weighed thickened 

medium sized 

caramel and 

a medium heat and bring to a 

to subside for a second before 

ire mixture over the chocolate. 

Allow the chocolate to melt for a few seconds 

blender to blitz into 

h or container 

and cover with a piece of cling film directly 

surface of the ganache to prevent a 

g. This will mean as the ganache 

cools it will be the same consistency all the way 

Once the ganache has cooled and is at a soft 

ate shells before 
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